Emotional Ramification

By: Brandon Stinson
To the love of my life
Hug everything.

Unwana U.
Introduction

This is an unedited version of the book. Some things may be misplaced, but the raw emotions of how I felt can not be missed. These are true feelings and honest questions that sometimes I ask myself. Maybe some people would consider my style of writing to be eccentric, and honestly, it just might be. But these are my feelings and thoughts that I would like to share with you. Thank you.

Brandon Littram
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7 Days

Monday I had little value
Tuesday I searched for reason
What I found on Wednesday was nothing
Thursday? I slept late
Friday I met her in front of Walter's
Saturday I fell in love with her
On Sunday I realize life was nothing
until two days before, when I met you.
You are my blue diamond
Your beauty run deep
Your heart is the most purest
baby, you are one unique
Special type of woman
you are greater than the rest
your perfect body excites me
it's hard to post the test
When you're seen
you have to be seen again
One glance is not enough
You are prettier than ocean sand
Deeper than ocean depth
Good God, I need help
I wear you and feel feelings
one mon howe never felt
It's the blue in your core
the fire in your soul
No matter what age difference
you could never be sold
or treated, or faded
your shine is perpetuator
That shine forever and doesn't stop
This love is beyond measurable
Sight Seeing

Rolling down Main Street
past the broken fire hydrant
into the sunshine of hope
I see heaven
Not the one in the sky
that surpasses the ozone
but the one that I call home

Where a Samurai stands in the street
No sword, just windy greetings
All the people get to see the show
of talking birds
and flipping dogs
Leaning against the shed tree
which happen to be in the middle of the forest.

Unhappiness seem the forest
And by God!
my happiness is the sharpest
Personally, I feel like a target
You want to be happy?
Then be him
Shake theSamurian hand
And watch the show of flipping dogs!

Go ahead
be happy!
Stand under that shed tree
You're only sight seeing
It's all gone past you by.
Inside My Element

Where do I start...
How do I begin with the emotions that control my soul
How do I explain a small portion of who I am
without giving myself a tab bit extra
How can I resist:
how can I resist the love that enlighten my darkest days.
When the storm settle over my dwelling
how do I feel comfort in a sea shell that's only big enough for one
how do I calm a storm;
how do I fight it without frightening it
how do I make love to peace
How do I finally find all the beauty of your heart and soul seek
I feel warm inside my element
My element bring peace to me when nothing else do
When my dreams become real enough
I believe they are true
Nothing come close to loving you
Inside my element;
my element is you.
You left me sitting here broken hearted
How dare you,
cause I'm wishing you would save me
My family say you'll get over him
But how dare them,
cause I'm missing you like crazy

How come I couldn't have been with you
we could've died together
I'd rather die right now to be with you
than stay here to see another Christmas
Another New Year
Another 4th of July
How dare you leave me
and take my happiness with you

You left me singing our love song
Left me in disbelief that you're really gone
You took my heart and took it with you
How dare you
Oh my God, how dare you

Oh Lord, how dare you take him
How dare you, baby!!! (screaming)
How dare you!
How dare you....
(crying, whispering)
Baby, I really need you....
What I feel is different
In some ways, what I feel is exciting
Yet still, what I feel
is something I couldn't feel on my own.

In my coldest moments
What I feel is warm
Through my heart and into my soul
This feeling never get old

I started noticing what I felt
is what I feel all the time
What I feel for myself now,
I could never do this on my own.

This feeling run bone deep
Chills up my spinal column
Warm my heart for all it's worth
What I feel is love
The One I love

My faith is in you
Through these eyes I see as much as I can
I first stood as a man
And then I stood as the man that will worship you

Through your present
I make my present as altruistic as I can
I look for your love to guide me
To make me whole, to make me a better man

Nothing compare to your elation
To the joy it bring to stand by you
To your eyes: brown as honey
You are the woman I give my all to

For every moment spent confiding in you
I reap the fruit my love have planted
We can go anywhere in the world together
The possibilities are truly unlimited
The Next

I'm looking at what's to expect
Nothing that I haven't had the best
I'm wondering what's next
I haven't seen anything yet
Glory is coming, I expect
That game winning 3 that's all net
I'd do it through blood and sweat
From every bit of my respect

This time I'm looking to soar
Make 'em beg that I give 'em more
In that crowd, every girl and boy
Heart will raise, and their voices roar
Feel it, like this, breathe it
Come full alive, want it, need it
Through blood and sweat and no regret
What come next, you'd never expect
In the darkness the light penetrate me
Blinded, I'm unable to move, nor see
My senses have failed me, abandoned me
There is nothing I feel or taste but the air I breathe

In the darkness my hope have fled
My dreams have perished to be stored, unfeed
I'm left reckless stumbling, and unheed
Sockedly fitted, but anti- everything now instead

In the darkness I avert to psalm
Wishing for once I knew a song
I'd sing and my body wouldn't feel so numb
Wrapped in my pain, I feel so dumb

In the darkness I dream of dreams
Sometimes letting the wave carry me up stream
The millions and millions flashes that beam
Through my hopeless soul or so they seem

In the darkness I'm bodiless and shapeless
Confronted by solitude demanding a placement
My hopes and dreams are shattered and faceless
Entangled in a web of confusing and achievement
Love is crazy, you know
The way it bring you together
And then rock your world
And sometimes the people around you

They begin to hate
But you excuse them because you know
They hate what they don't know
Unable to love what they can't have.

The strength it take
to rise up against
A mob that won't to lynch you for the choices you made
The same people that used to be your friends
Are now the spectators driving you away

Funny how love is
Funny that people would tell you who can't love
Like they got a clue
Like they really understand what love is

All I know is
Love is in you and me
And anybody that don't believe in that
Is a person that don't believe in anything
But what do we accomplish .....?
Even the times we bump heads
We still seem to find something new to learn
And no matter how hot the sex we create
we never get tired of the burn
Through all of our misfit adventure
and post- shock tension
we become closer
Better than I ever knew you
The skies are high
but nothing's higher than the way I feel about you
So when we fight
it's only a sign of our commutation
Others won't understand it
because outside the box
it's by far a foreign language
We pause and hold hands
Crying a heart rhythmical dance
Fighting off the troubles of what
other people believe
Believing only in us
In trust
But still we fight
to make sure our love last forever.
Give It Time

We find ourselves lost for words
Sitting on the couch trying to figure it all out
Wandering why must we go through so many obstacles
to get to a place we have no clue about

Our eyes are both fill with tears
Trying to find somebody to lay this pain on
Empty glasses still sit on the night stand
We don't know where it begin to go wrong

The way I swept you off your feet
Teck you places you never been before
And some how we still made it here:
Some place we never been before

We give so much in this relationship
Sometime driving each other outta our minds
What we haven't gave and should;
The last important thing
And that's give our love all the time
to grow and prosper just like a flower
I'm full of admiration
Since I first saw you
You had me messed up
You couldn't see it on my face?

Seriously, what is your name
I know what they call you
But I never had the introduction
Nor the chance to get to know you

Your smile is amazing
And the way you can't keep it in
Let me know you are a beautiful woman on the inside

So what would it take
to get to know you on the inside
What are my changes
to see what type of woman you really are

Let me know

I know you don't know me.
Reason

You don't come around the way you used to
And I'm not dolorous about it
Your attitude can beam another way
Cause I can live without it
My heart no longer plunge into orbit
Whenever I feel your touch
So if you're looking for a reason to leave
Baby, that's reason enough.
Excuse Me

Excuse how much I love you
I can't help it, even though I try
To bring it down, or share some with others
But it's hard when I wanna be with you forever.

You got to excuse the way I look at you
I stare so hard cause I can't believe
Out of all the people you could have loved,
For some strange reason you chose me.

Excuse my conflicted interest
One minute I'm here and the next I'll be all over the place
You probably be like, damn this boy is crazy
But in truth, sometime times I don't know what to say.

My heart be racing like a bullet train
So excuse the way I think some times
It's just so many things I love about you
Probable why you drive me outta my mind
Time sure know how to get hard, don't it?
What matter is we know how to get through them
That's the power of the love you and I share
If victory is in the picture, you and I will get our share

Times sure know how to bring out the best of us
And at times, it can also bring out the worst
What's worst, is we let it create an effect that we shouldn't
And no matter how many times we say it's over, we know we couldn't

Times can put a smile on your beautiful face
As time move on you know I am here to stay
We have to remember not to let time get in the way
Roll with it, and not against it, for time do not wait

Everytime I look into your eyes, I pause
For all the times I know that you were my all
My beginning, my ending, the stars I look up to
All the time in the world, couldn't fulfill the time I wanna spend with you.
Capture the moment of forever
Live today as though there is no tomorrow
Fill yourself full of happiness
Spend a second to count your blessings.
Spend a minute to feel better.
Find reasons to feel no sorrow
For your day will come where happiness will be your first instead of your second.

Push for what you believe in
Stand for all there is to believe in
Stick to what you believe in
Happiness for you begin when?
When you remove all the negativism
Pray until something happen
Even if you aren't monotheistic
You hope is your driving force.
Just because you're beautiful
I announce to the world roses are no longer needed
And when you smile I crack up
Sometimes for no apparent reason
Just because
It's amazing what your present do to me
The air around me is like a cool breeze
And just because your body is like, Oh! ...
I don't always remember to breathe
I get caught up in a mental triangle
A triplication of your heart, my love, our soul
And when I make love to you just because,
Things like that can never grow old
Even when we grow old
And that we'll do before it's all said and done
We make things special when others can't
We still have joy when others have none
Just because you never abandoned me
I'm forever in debt to the Queen of my life
Always and forever
you and I are greater than ten paradises alike.